#9. 11th August…FEDERAL CANDIDATES UPDATE…NEIGHBOURS
FOR THE PLANET
Federal Election Candidates Update
…so in theory all candidates were to be confirmed by July 27th.did’t happen! The
Writ has no need dropped! The schedule below indicates those that are
confirmed and those that are still TBD for the two ridings in our area…
Richmond Hill Candidates
Liberal (incumbent)…Majid Jowhari
Conservative…Costas Menegakis
NDP…TBD 22nd July
Green…??
PCP… Igor D. Tvorogov

Aurora Oak Ridges Candidates
Conservative (Incumbent)…Leona Alleslev
Liberal…Leah Taylor Roy
NDP…TDB 22nd July
Green…??
PCP… Anil Dasaratha

NEIGHBOURS FOR THE PLANET…
https://www.neighboursfortheplanet.ca
Here is a wonderful web-site that will keep you up-to-date on different
planes…
Personal Action
Richmond Hill area activities
Canada wide actions
The World at Large and challenges & changes
Each week Carrie Tai sends a series of emails with quick headlines that can then
be opened for full information on those that interest you.
Just visit the web-site and sign-up to begin the service (if it does not work for
you, you can always cancel!)
Here are some examples from last week

Aug 22, 6:30-8:30pm: Revolution at Humber College
Updated: Jul 30

"After four years and fifteen countries, acclaimed Canadian filmmaker Rob
Stewart brings us on an adventure 3.5 billion years in the making. Revolution is an
ambitious and optimistic adventure in the evolution of life on earth to the revolution that
all ages from across continents are engaged in to save our planet."

Oct 5, 2019 - Targeting Climate Change meeting in Richmond Hill
Meeting to mobilize the community on action on the climate crisis. Registration details
TBA.

Petitions
Use the law to fight the Trans Mountain pipeline project.
"Ecojustice is back in court to challenge the federal government’s unlawful decision to
re-approve the Trans Mountain pipeline project. And we’re counting on your support."
CBC: It's time to host a Federal Climate Debate
"The public conversation around the climate crisis is distorted and confusing. Politicians
will say one thing and do another - like approve a dirty oil pipeline right after declaring a
national climate emergency."

Let's pass the Plastic Pollution Reduction Act!
"The California Circular Economy and Plastic Pollution Reduction Act is the most
ambitious legislation introduced in the US to slash plastic pollution. It phases out
nonrecyclable single-use plastics, reduces demand for 'virgin' plastic, creates green
jobs... and provides a model for other states

PM: Deliver immediate mercury justice for Grassy Narrows people
" Prime Minister Trudeau, You have said that Canada’s relationship with First Nations is
your highest priority and that you will act for a healthy environment. How can I believe
you when mercury survivors in Grassy Narrows continue to suffer

